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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents water temperature of a hydro distillation that have been modelled by 

using linear ARX Modal. Based on the modal obtained, a model predictive controller and PID 

controller have been developed. Both controller undergone the performance of

that includes set point, set point change and load disturbance. The aim of those three 

performance tests are to test the robustness among those controllers. In this study, the 

comparative of the controller performances were evaluated and 

criteria of transient responses which are rise time, settling time and percentage of overshoot is 

chosen to evaluate the robustness of the controller performance. The simulation result shows 

that the better performance of overa

compared to PIDCC and PIDZN.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, there is a resurgence that involves in the field of essential oil. Essential oil have 

great interest not only in academia but also potentiall
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that includes set point, set point change and load disturbance. The aim of those three 

performance tests are to test the robustness among those controllers. In this study, the 

comparative of the controller performances were evaluated and analyzed via simulation. The 
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chosen to evaluate the robustness of the controller performance. The simulation result shows 

that the better performance of overall robustness test have been conquered by MPC with 

compared to PIDCC and PIDZN.   
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offers various application for example in perfumery, food industry, aromatherapy, 

pharmaceuticals and cosmetics [1-2]. Extraction process is one method of having an essential 

oil whereas it separates the volatile compound from the aromatic plant. Essential oil can be 

obtained by various form of extraction techniques such as steam distillation, hydro 

distillation, supercritical fluid extraction, microwave extraction and others [3]. Although 

hydro distillation is a conventional technique, but it is still applicable and been used in 

industrial scale because it is simple, selectivity and inexpensive [4-5].  

There are several factors that effecting the quality and quantity in essential oil. These factors 

are temperature, pressure, distillation time, chemical composition and particle size of raw 

material [6]. Nevertheless, temperature contributes the most significant effect to the quality 

and the output yield [7-9]. Therefore, monitoring temperature control is the most important in 

extraction process and it is selected to be process variable in this study. Almost conventional 

method like hydro distillation are not control at all. In addition, hydro distillation process are 

sensitive towards parameter changes. Therefore, proper control scheme have been 

implemented in order to overcome the problem and also to improve the performances of 

hydro distillation process.  

Process models is necessary which it can take various forms depend on their intended 

application as well as many controller design algorithm need such models. In performing the 

controller design, process model is crucial as it is fundamental step to have an efficient model 

process that represent the behaviour of system dynamic [10]. Application of system 

identification can be seen to have vast development in control systems and mathematics [11, 

32-33]. Until today, the system identification still preferable and be used as a technique to 

mimic the process dynamic of the system that can be formulated by having an input-output 

data [11-12]. Therefore, it is very important to have good model structure and model 

parameter in order to define the process. In this study, linear model structure has been 

developed by using system identification approached. An ARX (Autoregressive with external 

input) model structure has been employed to model the hydro distillation system. Then, the 

ARX model obtained is extensively used for designing a controller.  

Model Predictive Control (MPC) can be classified as an advanced control strategies that has 

been introduced in 1970s. Although this control technique was precipitated a few decades ago, 

however its developments have receive active attention in robotics application [13-15], 
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process control [16-20] and pilot distillation column [21-23]. MPC is widely been used 

because its offer efficient control strategy that can capture the dynamic system and also can 

improve the process control. In the words, MPC method describing the system dynamic over 

a specific time slot and applies optimal control actions to the system. Moreover, the unique of 

this control strategy which it have an efficient in handling the system constraints and it 

updated the changes of the process parameter [24-25]. According to [26], MPC have been 

developed as a controller in regulating the steam temperature of pilot plant that can maintain 

at the optimum temperature in order to achieve better response.  

Unlike PID controller, this controller is not effectively control the system with large 

constraints [27]. Besides that, the system performance of PID controller highly depends on 

three terms that required to be tuned which makes the tuning of PID controller is a 

challenging task [28]. Therefore, in this study, the implementation of MPC is used to improve 

the performances that based on set point, set point change and load disturbance with 

compared to PID controller. 

 

2. HYDRO DISTILLATION POT 

In this study, hydro distillation pot was carried out that is located at Distributed Control 

System Laboratory in Universiti Teknologi MARA, Shah Alam. The hydro distillation system 

shown in Fig. 1 contains steel distillation tank, temperature sensor which is (RTD PT100) that 

placed at the bottom of the plant to measure water temperature, hot plate as heating element 

and condenser as to condensed the hot vapour. Fig. 2 depicts the real diagram of hydro 

distillation system that intended to extract the essential oil. In hydro distillation technique, the 

raw material was fully submerged in the water. An experiment has been carried out from room 

temperature until it reaches to steady state temperature. During operation, water that had been 

heated from the hot plate will boil the water until the vapour from hot water passes through 

the condenser before it drops into a collecting container. The sampling period for the water 

temperature was sampled at one second. MATLAB version R2015a been used in collecting 

and recording the data during experiment.  
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Fig.1. Diagram of the hydro distillation process 

 

Fig.2. Diagram of the hydro distillation system 

 

3. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

System identification is one of the techniques in determining a mathematical model of the 

system. It can be represented the behaviour of process dynamic of an actual plant. Usually, the 

model structure involves input-output data of the system. The modelling strategy will start 

with several experiments in obtaining input-output data, complied by model structure 

selection, model estimation and model validation. Then, the model structure is needed in 
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designing and performing for controller approaches.   

3.1. ARX Model  

In this study, ARX model structure as shown in Fig. 3 has been developed by using 

input-output data that have been collected from the experiment. Generally, the ARX model 

can be expressed by: 

A(q)y(t) = B(q)u(t) + e(t)                                (1) 

where A(q) and B(q) are given by 

A(q) = 1 +  a�q�� + ⋯ + a��q���                           (2) 

B(q) = b� + b�q�� + ⋯ + b�� q���                           (3) 

From Equation (2) and (3), A(q) and B(q) as system dynamic and q-1 called as time shift 

operator and the variable of a�..�� and b�..��  are parameter to be estimated. The q description 

shown is equivalent to the Z-transform [9].   

 

Fig.3. ARX model structure 

3.2. Model Estimation 

The objective of model estimation is used to estimate the parameters vector, θ of the model. 

In this work, the prediction error method been used in estimating the parameter that 

represented by: 

�(�,�) = �(�) − ��(�|�)                                         (4) 

From Equation (4), �(�) is known as measured output, ��(�|�) is the predicted output and 

� is the estimated parameter. Generally, the prediction error can be measured by using: 

��(�,��) =
�

��
∑ ��(�,�)�

���                       (5) 

where ZN referred to the estimation dataset. In equation (5), VN or known as loss function 

used Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as the minimizing technique which it interpolates 

between Gauss-Newton and gradient-descent method.  

3.3. Model Validation 

Model validation is the part where it is the crucial step in the model building sequence.in the 

model building sequence. It is used to verify the model whether the model can satisfy under 
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the modelling requirement or next can be used in further application. Often, the validation of a 

model be based on 1-SAP. The accuracy of this method identify either the model is accepted 

or be rejected. Besides that, coefficient of determination, R2 or known as model fitting is 

another method to verify the model whether is good model or not. R2 shows the narrowly 

between predicted output and the measured output.  

 

4. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL 

Today, Model Predictive Controller (MPC) based control strategy is widely been used among 

the industrial and in dynamical system since this controller can anticipate the future response 

of a given plant. The main purpose of MPC control method is, it can predict the dynamic 

system over a specific time slot using a system model and computes optimal control action by 

minimizing a cost function as in Fig. 4 [29]. There are three steps involve in the MPC 

procedure which are cost function optimization, future state/output prediction and control 

signal. Fig. 5 shown the basic structure of MPC. The model of the process is the main part 

which the formulation take place that generates the future state or the prediction output until 

instant of time. The applied of optimizer block that depends on cost function and constraints 

is used to generate the control signal implementation and then will fed to process model.  

The discrete time state of linear dynamic system can be defined as:  

�(� + 1) = ��(�) + ��(�)                               (6) 

�(�) = ��(�)                                            (7) 

where �state variable, u is control input and y is the performance output, A, B and C are the 

matrices.  

 

Fig.4. MPC control strategy 
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Fig.5. Block diagram of MPC  

The cost function of the MPC structure can be expressed as: 

� = (�� − �)�(�� − �) + ∆����∆�                                (8) 

where  

�� = [1 1 ⋯    1]�×��
× �(��),                                 (9) 

�(��) is the reference signal at the time �� and �� is prediction horizon. 

� = ��(�� + 1|��) �(�� + 2|��) ⋯    �(�� + ��|���
�
          (10) 

where �(�� + �|��) is the predicted output of model at time �� + � given the output at the 

time �� 

∆� = [�(��) − �(�� − 1) �(�� + 1) − �(��) ⋯    �(�� + �� − 1) − �(�� + �� −

2)�                                                                           

(11) where �(�� + �)  is the control parameter and ��  is control horizon and ��  is tuning 

parameter. 

 

5. PID CONTROLLER 

PID controller made up from the combination of three terms (proportional, integral and 

derivative) that can be expressed in Equation (12). The function of integral gain is to improve 

in eliminating the steady state error while derivative gain is responsible in predicting future 

that based on the current rate of change. PID controller also refers as the controller parameter 

tuning process because in each mode their gain need to be tuned to satisfy the desired 

response. The tuning parameter must be appropriate value, since the effectiveness of the 

response really depends on those tuned parameter. Therefore, proper methodology for tuning 

parameter is necessary in order to achieve the best response. Here, Ziegler Nichols and Cohen 

Coon have been used as tuning approached as they are still popular control method among 
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others [30]. Table 1 shown the formula for PID controller tuning for each parameters. 

�(�) = ���(�) + �� ∫ �(�)��

where Kp = Proportional gain, 

in controller. 

Table 1. 

PID  

Tuning 

Proportional 

Gain, K

ZN �
�.

�

CC 
�

��
�

 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. ARX Model  

Before implementing the control design, the process modal must be obtained. In this study, 

the input and output data that have been collected were used to model the behaviour

distillation process. The both input and output data are consist of 9000 samples that shown in 

Fig. 6. Each of the data have been separated between testing and training by using interlacing 

technique. Then, the system identification approaches ha

ARX model. The parameters of the modal are clearly determined which the model order is 

equal to 1. Here, the discrete ARX Model can be expressed by:

 �(�)

�(�)
=

�.������ �

���.����� �    

Fig.6. The temperature output response and input signal
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shown the formula for PID controller tuning for each parameters. 

+ ��
��(�)

��
                   

, Ki = Integral gain, Kd = Derivative gain and e(t) = 

Table 1. Formula for PID controller tuning 

Proportional  

Gain, Kp 

Integral Time  

Constant, Ti 

Derivative Time 

Constant, Td

�
�

�
� �

�

�
� �.�� �.�� 

�
�

�
+

�

��
� � �

�� + ��/�

�� + ��/�
� � �

�

�� + ��

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Before implementing the control design, the process modal must be obtained. In this study, 

the input and output data that have been collected were used to model the behaviour

distillation process. The both input and output data are consist of 9000 samples that shown in 

Fig. 6. Each of the data have been separated between testing and training by using interlacing 

technique. Then, the system identification approaches has been implemented to obtain the 

ARX model. The parameters of the modal are clearly determined which the model order is 

equal to 1. Here, the discrete ARX Model can be expressed by:                             

            

The temperature output response and input signal

3             84 

shown the formula for PID controller tuning for each parameters.  

     (12) 

and e(t) = error present 

Derivative Time  

Constant, Td 

 

�
��/�

� 

Before implementing the control design, the process modal must be obtained. In this study, 

the input and output data that have been collected were used to model the behaviour of hydro 

distillation process. The both input and output data are consist of 9000 samples that shown in 

Fig. 6. Each of the data have been separated between testing and training by using interlacing 

s been implemented to obtain the 

ARX model. The parameters of the modal are clearly determined which the model order is 

                                                                                                            

          (13) 

 

The temperature output response and input signal 
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Fig.7. Output temperature by 1-SAP 

 
Fig.8. Residual and correlation test 

Fig. 7 depicts the result of 1-SAP of model output and Fig. 8 shows the result of residual 

coupled with correlation test respectively. From the result obtained, the ARX model able to 

describe the behaviour of the hydro distillation process satisfactory with the percentage of 

best fit accuracy is 98.97%. Based on Fig. 8, the residual result show that it has good 

agreement between measured output and predicted output. Moreover, the result of CCF shows 

the correlation between input signal and residual gives good result since the correlation 

coefficient lies within 95% of confidence limit. From the result of modelling, it can be 
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concluded that the discrete ARX model can be accepted and be performed for designing the 

controller.  

6.2. Comparison Result of MPC and PID Controller 

From the ARX model obtained, the modal presented the behaviour of the hydro distillation 

process which it used for designing the controller. In this part, the performance comparison of 

MPC and PID controller were based on set point, set point change and disturbance load. The 

comparison have been made that based on transient response analysis which includes rise time 

(Tr), settling time (Ts) and percentage of overshoot. Here, PID controller denotes as PIDZN 

that using Ziegler Nichols approached and PIDCC which using Cohen-Coon approached and 

followed by MPC. The result of performance comparison of those controller were illustrated 

as in Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.  

 

Fig.9. Performance controller for set point test 

Table 2. Performance of controller for set point test  

Controller Criteria of Transient Response 

Rise Time, Tr (s) Settling Time, Ts (s) Percentage of Overshoot (%) 

PIDZN 359 1725 2.259 

PIDCC 359 1821 2.168 

MPC 339 459 0 

*The highlighted boxes shows best responses 

Fig. 9 depicts the performance response of those controller for set point test. Table 2 tabulated 

the result of controller performance for set point test. In this experiment, the set point was set 

at 80°C. From the result obtained, it clearly shows that MPC have achieved satisfactory result 

among the others. It can be seen that MPC have no overshoot compared to PIDZN and 

PIDCC, which experienced large overshoot at almost up to 2%. It clearly indicated PIDZN 
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have higher overshoot compared to PIDCC, which difference about 0.091%. In term of rise 

time, PIDCC and PIDZN had same responses unlike MPC that spend much faster which is 

about 20s differ. Furthermore, for settling time, MPC takes shorter time compared with 

PIDZN and PIDCC which the difference are about 1266s and 1362s respectively.  

 

Fig.10. Performance controller for set point change 

Table 3. Performance of controller for set point change test  

Criteria of Transient Response Controllers 

MPC PIDZN PIDCC 

Rise Time, Tr (s) 

50°C 379 377 377 

65°C 189 205 200 

80°C 291 289 290 

Settling Time, Ts (s) 

50°C 468 1296 1286 

65°C 238 1130 1132 

80°C 381 1697 1758 

Percentage of Overshoot (%) 

50°C 0.268 4.406 4.093 

65°C 0.284 1.055 0.970 

80°C 0.006 1.899 1.748 

*The highlighted boxes shows best response  

Fig. 10 illustrates the performance of those controllers for the set point change test. The stage 

of the set point be set at 50°C, 65°C and 80°C. The test have been done in order to indicate 

the ability of those controller whether each controllers able to comply the different set point 

change. Table 3 tabulated the result of controller performance for set point change. In term of 

rise time, it can be seen that at temperature of 50°C, PIDZN and PIDCC have same response 

which is 377s that only spend 2s faster than MPC. However, at 65°C, MPC can cater the set 
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point change compared to both PID controller. The difference is about 16s and 11s for PIDZN 

and PIDCC respectively. At 80°C, PIDZN experienced slightly faster in rise time than PIDCC 

and MPC which differ only about 1s and 2s respectively.   

According to the result obtained when it goes to settling time criteria, MPC can complied all 

the set point range. It clearly showed that MPC managed to reduce the settling time about 2.7 

times compared to both PID controllers at 50°C, about 4.7 times compared to PIDZN and 

PIDCC at temperature of 65°C and about 4.45 times for PIDZN and 4.61 for PIDCC at 80°C.  

On percentage of overshoot result, it showed that MPC have superior performance in this 

criteria when it experienced the lowest of overshoot at overall temperature set point change 

compared to both PID controller. PIDCC produces lower overshoot compared to PIDZN at all 

set point change.  

 

Fig.11. Performance controller for load disturbance 

Table 4. Performance of controller for load disturbance test  

Controller Time Recovering (Seconds) 

PIDZN 324 

PIDCC 310 

MPC 289 

 *The highlighted boxes shows best response 

Fig.11 depicts the controller performance for load disturbance. This test have been done in 

order to determine how fast the response to recover back to the set point. Therefore, the 

intended for this test is to test the robustness of those controllers. In this study, the load 

disturbance been injected at 8000s. From Table IV, it clearly indicate that MPC have faster 
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time recovering compared to PID controller which the difference value are 35s and 21s for 

PIDZN and PIDCC respectively. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

The hydro distillation process has successful be modelled by using linear ARX modal. The 

model then been extended for application in designing the controller. In this study, three types 

of performance test have been done to test the robustness of each controllers. From the 

comparative analysis, it distinctly shows that both PID controller [31] has poor performances 

that gave large percentage of overshoot and low accuracy in term of steady state response. In 

the other hand, almost of MPC scheme provides better performance on overall performance 

test. Therefore, in overall, it can be concluded that MPC have ability in trajectory the future 

response. Furthermore, MPC also able in handling the load disturbance and in parameter 

changes.  
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